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ANNE T. COUGHLAN AND BENJAMIN NEUWIRTH ’12 KEL876 

d.light Design: 
Marketing Channel Strategies in India 

Our mission is to eradicate the use of kerosene.1 
—Ned Tozun, founder and president of d.light 

In December 2009 Sam Goldman, founder and chief customer officer of d.light Design, was 
in New Delhi, India, finalizing his startup’s plans to begin distribution of its solar lamps 
throughout the country. Goldman and his business school friend Ned Tozun had founded their 
company two years earlier, and in the interim Goldman had moved to India to focus on sales and 
marketing and Tozun had relocated to China, the site of the company’s manufacturing plant. 

One of the key decisions Goldman and Tozun needed to make was whether d.light should 
focus on just one distribution channel in India or whether it should use multiple channels. The 
startup had limited capital, so they needed to get the distribution question right in order to 
generate revenue quickly. 

d.light Design 

d.light Design2 was founded in 2007 by Stanford Graduate School of Business students Sam 
Goldman and Ned Tozun as part of the Stanford d.school (Institute of Design at Stanford) course 
“Design for Extreme Affordability.” In the course, students were challenged to design affordable, 
market-driven solutions to problems in emerging markets. The course goals were partially 
inspired by the work of Dr. Paul Polak, who in 1982 started International Development 
Enterprises (IDE). By bringing modern product design and development techniques into an 
emerging market context, IDE was able to help improve the lives of millions of impoverished 
people. For example, the company’s treadle pump, a low-cost irrigation device meant to break 
farmers’ dependence on monsoon rains, sold more than 1.4 million units in Bangladesh. Central 
to the philosophy of IDE and the Stanford d.school class was the notion that to realize the full 

                                                      

1 Saikat Basu, “Stanford Graduates Bring an Idea and Rays of Light for Rural India,” Digital Journal, June 17, 2008, 
http://www.digitaljournal.com/article/256250. 
2 Note: The average rupees-to-dollars exchange rate in 2009 was Rs. 48.7 = US$1. This rate can be used throughout the case when 
currency translations are useful. Do N
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benefits of a livelihood-enhancing product, the poor must purchase the product at a fair market 
price, not receive the product as a handout. 

Before attending business school, Sam Goldman had spent several years in the Peace Corps 
in Africa. He discovered that in developing nations all over the world, a substantial number of 
people who did not have reliable access to electricity still used kerosene lamps for light at night. 
Kerosene lamps provided only weak light, however, and the lamps were dangerous to use and 
expensive to refuel.3 Goldman became aware of the dangers of kerosene when a neighbor’s child 
was badly burned in a kerosene fire. As he put it, “I knew this happened thousands of times every 
year and realized in that moment that ‘there had to be a better way’ and resolved then to make a 
difference.”4 

Goldman, Tozun, and the rest of their team spent months in the Design for Extreme 
Affordability class researching consumer needs and producing a prototype of a product that could 
potentially replace kerosene lamps. The team eventually developed a solar-powered LED lamp 
that provided better light than kerosene lamps and was relatively inexpensive to manufacture. In 
May 2007, d.light won the prestigious Draper Fisher Jurveston Venture Challenge and an 
accompanying prize of $250,000, which enabled Goldman and Tozun to found the company and 
begin operations. Critically, d.light was founded with the vision of being a for-profit social 
enterprise, with success measured both through profits and through lives positively affected. 

After graduating from Stanford, Goldman and Tozun moved to India and China, respectively, 
in order to drive both marketing and manufacturing progress locally. Shortly thereafter, d.light 
established manufacturing facilities in Shenzhen, China, and a regional marketing and sales office 
in New Delhi, India.5 

d.light continued improving its original LED lamp, and by the middle of 2009, the company 
was ready to distribute and sell products from its two main lines: 

x S250: d.light’s flagship product, the S250 was a powerful spotlight that also could be 
used to charge mobile phones. The product was charged through a separate solar panel 
and could provide up to six hours of bright light. 

x S10: The S10 was a solar lamp that provided bright light for up to eight hours. The lamp 
included a built-in solar panel and was designed to perform well in many different 
scenarios. 

  

                                                      

3 Govindasamy Agoramoorthy and Minna J. Hsu, “Lighting the Lives of the Impoverished in India’s Rural and Tribal Drylands,” 
Human Ecology 37 (2009): 513. 
4 “d.light” Executive Case: USA, World Economic Forum, http://reports.weforum.org/new-models-for-entrepreneurship/ 
view/illustrative-executive-cases/d-light-executive-case-usa (accessed May 20, 2014). 
5 d.light monthly newsletter, January 2009, http://www.dlightdesign.com/newsletters/dnews-jan2009.htm. Do N
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Figure 1: The S250     Figure 2: The S10 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Initial customer feedback on the products was positive. Customers who previously had had to 
rely on kerosene lamps for light at night reported that d.light products allowed them to work 
longer and to increase their incomes. In addition, d.light researchers found that children could 
study two to four times longer with the aid of the solar lights.6 With validation of its product 
design, d.light was now ready to begin full-scale distribution of its products in India. 

India’s Economy and Consumers 

Every market is totally different, so you really need local knowledge to succeed.7 
—Sam Goldman, founder and chief customer officer of d.light 

Early on, Goldman and Tozun understood that designing marketing-channel strategies to 
match the economic realities of its target consumers would be one of the keys to their company’s 
success. d.light learned about consumers in the Indian market by both reviewing high-level 
economic statistics and engaging in an extensive program of first-hand consumer observations 

                                                      

6 “d.light Celebrates One Million Lives Impacted Through Solar Lighting,” press release, March 15, 2010, 
http://www.dlightdesign.com/press-releases. 
7 “d.light” Executive Case: USA, World Economic Forum. Do N
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and interviews. d.light collected a substantial amount of important economic and first-person 
ethnographic evidence in 2009, summarized below.8 

Urban vs. Rural Geographies 

Traditionally, a significant economic split divided India’s rural and its urban populations. 
Although India, like many other emerging markets, was seeing an increase in the percentage of its 
population that lived in urban centers, in 2009 roughly 70 percent of Indian citizens (830 million 
people) still lived in rural areas. Most Indians in rural areas lived in small towns and villages with 
populations of 5,000 or less. Because the use of kerosene for lighting was much more prevalent in 
rural parts of India, d.light decided to focus its research efforts on these parts of the country. 

Household Income and Debt 

Exhibit 1 shows average annual household income broken down into quintiles. The average 
annual household income in rural areas was Rs. 41,194, whereas the average in urban areas was 
Rs. 77,612. Exhibit 2 shows sources of income for rural and urban citizens. The majority of 
Indians in rural areas earned their livings through agricultural work, whereas Indians in urban 
areas tended to earn their livings through salaried jobs. Many rural households also had debts 
outstanding, with the average household debt equaling Rs. 21,211. Households were in debt to 
multiple parties, including local financing organizations, friends and family, and even local 
shopkeepers. 

Household Consumption 

Exhibit 3 shows the average monthly per capita consumption in rural and urban areas. 
Exhibit 4A shows rural household consumption of kerosene; fuel and lights; cooking and 
household appliances; and education/schools. Exhibit 4B shows urban household consumption of 
the same item categories. 

Electrification in India 

One of the biggest challenges facing the Indian economy in 2009 was access to reliable 
electricity. Although the Indian government and industry officials had made halting attempts to 
increase energy production, their efforts had been hampered by clumsy policies and lack of 
infrastructure, among other factors.9 Even those households and businesses that were electrified 
faced frequent blackouts, with many facing energy losses of fifteen or more hours per day.10 
Instead of electrical light, many Indian households used kerosene lamps or burned biomass (e.g., 
firewood, crop residue, or cow dung) for lighting. Truck batteries and diesel generators were also 

                                                      

8 All of the quantitative data in this and the next two subsections is taken from the 2011 Indian Census and the 2005 Indian Human 
Development Survey, a nationally representative, multi-topic survey of 41,554 households in India. See Sonalde B. Desai et al., 
“Human Development in India: Challenges for a Society in Transition,” Oxford University Press, 2010, 
http://www.ncaer.org/downloads/ Reports/HumanDevelopmentinIndia.pdf. 
9 Vikas Bajaj, “India Struggles to Deliver Enough Power,” New York Times, April 19, 2012. 
10 Jackie Range, “India Faulted for Failure to Improve Power Supply,” Wall Street Journal, October 28, 2008. Do N
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used to provide electricity in the households and businesses that could afford them. About 68 
percent of Indian rural households had access to some grid-supplied electricity in 2009 (Exhibit 
5), although access to electricity was intermittent and often available for less than half of each 
day. Indian urban households fared much better on percentage access, although they too suffered 
from many hours of non-availability on average each day (Exhibit 6). 

Literacy and Media Exposure 

Rural and urban consumers in India differed greatly in their literacy rates and their access to 
media. The 2011 Indian census reported that 84 percent of people in urban geographies were 
literate, whereas only 68 percent of people in rural areas could read and write. The gap in literacy 
between rural and urban areas was especially large among women; in urban areas,79 percent of 
women reported being literate, as opposed to only 58 percent of women in rural areas. As Exhibit 
7 shows, significant differences existed between rural and urban geographies regarding access to 
common types of mass media such as radio and television. 

d.light Consumer Insights 

From the moment d.light employees first arrived in India, they made it a priority to get to 
know the company’s target populations. This research involved interviewing and observing 
potential customers, as well as those who were just beginning to use d.light products. For 
example, Nepal Singh, a farmer in the Indian state of Uttar Pradesh, had the following to say 
about his use of the S250 product model (also called the “Nova”): 

We see improvements in all areas of our life since using the d.light Nova. We use the 
Nova from early in the morning till late at night. We use the light to work, cook, eat, 
socialize, and for our children to study. Before the Nova, we used to need two kerosene 
lamps to do all these and spent 250 rps per month on kerosene oil. There has been cost 
savings since we started using the Nova. 

This is the main improvement for my family—when we were sleeping with the kerosene 
lamp, it gave out a lot of soot. We used to spit out soot in the morning. We now keep the 
Nova’s bedlight function on through the night and our health problems have stopped.11 

d.light employees also found that even when consumers purportedly had access to electricity 
in their homes, that access was often unreliable. For example, Ned Tozun interviewed a man in a 
rural village in the Indian state of Madhya Pradesh who had paid a substantial sum to have his 
house electrified, only to find that he received electricity solely from 9:00 p.m. to 4:00 a.m. every 
day—the same time during which his family slept. As Tozun reported, when shown d.light 
products, the man and his family “marveled at the idea of solar-powered lighting that would not 
depend on the unreliable electric connection.”12 

                                                      

11 d.light monthly newsletter, February 2009, http://www.dlightdesign.com/newsletters/dnews-feb2009.htm. 
12 d.light monthly newsletter, February 2008, http://www.dlightdesign.com/newsletters/dnews-feb2008.htm. Do N
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d.light’s Conclusion 

Goldman and Tozun decided that the economic and ethnographic evidence pointed to a clear 
latent demand among Indian consumers for reliable, affordable light and power solutions. 
d.light’s challenge then became how to design a marketing-channel strategy that would create 
demand for solar lamps, create trust in the then-unknown d.light brand, aid in setting prices for 
d.light products, and thus best distribute d.light products to retailers and consumers. 

Creating Product Demand 

As an unarticulated need, we need to create that demand. We need to create that sense 
that this is a product that can help benefit your life and there is a reason why the little 
money that you do have to spend should be spent on this, this month.13 

—d.light employee in India 

The lack of education and information access in rural India meant that companies often had to 
educate consumers about their need for a product before initiating sales. Although d.light 
believed strongly that latent demand existed in rural India for lighting products that were clean 
and safe, the company also understood that consumers were not actively seeking out alternatives 
to kerosene lamps. In addition, d.light knew that most of its prospective consumers did not have 
any experience with solar lights and that they would be unwilling to purchase a product they did 
not understand. 

Previously, some companies had successfully developed consumer demand for their products 
in rural India by educating consumers about the health risks that their products would alleviate. 
Hindustan Unilever, for example, undertook an extensive education campaign with the goal of 
increasing sales of its Lifebuoy hand soap. Diarrhea was a common sickness in rural India, and 
Hindustan Unilever found through its research that most Indian consumers were unaware that 
diarrhea-causing bacteria could reside on hands that appeared to be clean. The company partnered 
with schools and doctors to educate consumers about the benefits of hand washing, therefore 
creating demand for its Lifebuoy brand. Water Health International undertook similar efforts to 
educate rural communities about the dangers of dirty drinking water before the company installed 
its water filtration technology in rural villages. Not all products benefited from educating 
consumers about their associated health benefits, however. For example, when a large Indian 
nonprofit organization sought to create demand for its clean-burning cooking stove, the 
organization found that consumers did not respond positively to its message about the health 
dangers of traditional cooking methods, presumably because consumers had been cooking using 
these methods for generations. Only when the organization began emphasizing that its stoves 
were more efficient—meaning consumers would spend less time cooking—did it see an increase 
in consumer demand. 

Another important factor in creating product demand in India was allowing consumers to try 
products. The lack of widespread adoption of traditional promotional channels (such as television 
and radio) by consumers meant that companies often had to spread the news of their products 
through hands-on trials and demonstrations. For example, many fertilizer and irrigation 

                                                      

13 Anonymous d.light employee, in interview with the author, July 2011. Do N
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companies had gone so far as to set up model farms in rural communities to show the benefits of 
their products directly to farmers. In another example, an academic study of competing cooking-
stove manufacturers demonstrated the importance of product trials when it found that the single 
most important factor in creating consumer demand for the stoves was in-person product 
demonstrations.14 Only after consumers had experienced the effectiveness of the stoves were they 
willing to risk their limited capital on a purchase. 

Building Brand Trust 

For generations, the Indian farmer has been betrayed by institutions, individuals, and 
even the weather. Trust is the most valuable commodity in rural India.15 

—C. K. Prahalad 

d.light realized that along with the as-yet latent consumer demand for solar products, the 
company’s lack of brand recognition and trust in rural India would be a significant barrier to 
consumer adoption of its products. Introducing new brands was notoriously difficult in rural 
India. Rural consumers were understandably hesitant to trust new brands because of the plethora 
of fake and poor-quality brands in the marketplace. For example, during their travels in rural 
India, d.light employees had seen numerous low-quality solar lamp products that either did not 
work as expected or did not work at all. Even nonprofit organizations distributing free services in 
rural areas reported that gaining the trust of local communities could take two to three years, with 
brand trust spreading slowly through word-of-mouth networks at the village level. 

Despite these challenges, d.light employees were aware of various companies that had found 
ways to increase the speed of product adoption by linking their goods to trusted brands already 
extant in the marketplace, and they wondered if d.light could use similar tactics. One successful 
strategy companies had used was to tie a new product to a trusted brand. For example, a large 
Indian oil company with thousands of retail stores throughout the country had often lent its well-
known and -liked brand name to consumer products being sold in its stores. Other companies had 
found success working with nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) that had built up trust in 
rural Indian communities. Digital Green, for example, a producer of multimedia educational 
content for farmers, increased adoption of its products by partnering with NGOs that worked in 
the villages it was targeting. Finally, many companies worked with trusted individuals in rural 
villages to spread awareness of their brands. ITC, a large agriculture company, had found success 
by partnering with influential farmers to run its crop information and purchasing service centers 
at the village level. 

Product Affordability 

d.light products were designed to be affordable for poor populations in rural areas of 
emerging markets. In 2010 the price of an S250 was Rs. 1,699 (about US$37.75), and the price of 

                                                      

14 Gireesh Shrimali et al., “Improved Stoves in India: A Study of Sustainable Business Models,” Energy Policy 39, no. 12 (December 
2011): 7543–56. 
15 C. K. Prahalad, The Fortune at the Bottom of the Pyramid (Upper Saddle River, NJ: Wharton School Publishing, 2005). Do N
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an S10 was Rs. 549 (about US$12.20).16 It was estimated that an average Indian household 
without access to grid electricity spent between Rs. 100 to Rs. 200 per month on kerosene.17 
Therefore, d.light estimated that many consumers would break even on their purchase of an S10 
in three to four months, based on their average kerosene usage. Despite these favorable 
economics, research suggested that d.light’s prices were not yet low enough to reach many of the 
poorest consumers in rural India—those who needed the company’s products most.18 

Academic researchers had found that the purchasing power of rural households in emerging 
markets such as India was diminished not only by low incomes but also by the unpredictability of 
income streams.19 For example, because most workers in rural India were employed in the 
agriculture sector, households earned the majority of their annual income during two or three 
harvest seasons every year. Between the harvests, people had to live off their savings, get credit 
from local moneylenders, or seek work as laborers in towns and cities. Just one failed harvest 
could mean disaster; in such an environment, spending money on products that might be 
considered risky or luxuries could be hard to justify. 

Companies developed creative methods for increasing the affordability of their products for 
rural Indian consumers. Fast-moving consumer goods (FMCG) companies, such as Hindustan 
Unilever and Nirma, were famous for shrinking the unit size of their soap and shampoo products 
in order to reduce their prices. Other companies offered flexible payment plans that allowed 
consumers to pay for products when they had the money available. A company could either loan 
its product to consumers and then collect money over time or offer layaway programs in which 
consumers made small installment payments and then took the product home after they had paid 
the full price. The collective purchasing power of women’s self-help groups (SHGs) could also be 
targeted as a potential revenue source. SHGs often aggregated savings from their members in 
order to invest in products and services that would enhance the livelihoods of all the members and 
their families. Finally, many companies simply did not target the poorest consumers. Although 
the average annual income in rural India was low, any town or village still contained families 
with a broad range of incomes. For example, a study of biomass cooking-stove manufacturers 
targeting rural consumers in India found that although the stoves could greatly benefit the poorest 
consumers, these same consumers simply could not afford a new stove at a price that allowed 
manufacturers to earn a profit, and therefore all of the manufacturers bypassed the lowest-income 
segment of the market.20 

Product Distribution and Placement 

Goldman and Tozun faced the critical decision of how to distribute d.light products to 
retailers and consumers in India. Because of the lack of well-developed transportation 
infrastructure in much of the country, distributing products across rural India in a timely and cost-
effective manner was extremely difficult. In addition, because d.light was a startup and had 
limited access to financial capital, the company was especially sensitive to the potential costs of 

                                                      

16 d.light has since changed the names and prices of its products. 
17 Robert Bacon, Soma Bhattacharya, and Masami Kojima, “Expenditure of Low-Income Households on Energy,” The World Bank, 
Extractive Industries for Development Series #16 (June 2010): 54. 
18 “Power to the People,” The Economist, September 2, 2010, http://www.economist.com/node/16909923. 
19 Daryl Collins et al., Portfolios of the Poor (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2009), 16. 
20 Shrimali et al., “Improved Stoves in India.” Do N
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distribution channels to a degree that more established companies might not need to be. Perhaps 
because of these difficulties, previous new entrants into the rural Indian market had developed 
numerous innovative marketing-channel structures, distinguished by different retail outlet 
options. 

Rural Entrepreneurs 

A popular method of access to rural Indian villages, used by firms ranging from Coca-Cola to 
small nonprofit organizations, was to employ as salespeople local villagers. Because these 
employees were usually not professional salespeople, they were referred to as “rural 
entrepreneurs,” or REs. Firms looked to REs to solve two major problems: how to physically 
transport products into small rural villages; and how to instill brand trust in consumers who did 
not have regular access to traditional information channels such as television and newspapers. In 
terms of brand trust, the REs often were well known to and well liked by consumers in the 
villages in which they worked, and firms hoped that the high level of interpersonal trust between 
REs and consumers would translate into trust for the brands the REs sold. 

In terms of physical movement of products, firms such as Coca-Cola used a “hub-and-spoke” 
method, in which the REs purchased a product from a distribution center and then were 
responsible for selling the product to end-consumers in the villages.21 Often the actual “last mile” 
between the distribution center and the villages was covered by bicycle, motorcycle, or even on 
foot. Colgate adopted a similar strategy by hiring local youth to travel to small villages on 
bicycles and sell its products.22 Coca-Cola and Colgate found this strategy effective because it 
brought products close to consumers while keeping costs low and because the final sales agent 
often was a person the consumers knew and trusted. Other companies, however, reported that it 
could be challenging to motivate local entrepreneurs to sell large quantities of products, 
particularly when initial consumer demand for the product was low. For example, Boond, a start-
up manufacturer and distributor of solar lamps and water filters in northern India, set up a hub-
and-spoke marketing channel; local nonprofit organizations held products in a central location 
and locally hired and trained salespeople carried the company’s products into villages. Boond 
struggled to grow its business because it was unable to motivate its marketing-channel partners to 
increase their sales efforts. 

The RE channel had other drawbacks as well. One was the complicated nature of the 
distribution channel to the end-user; it often consisted of a network of existing distributors and 
logistics companies to reach REs. Although REs generally were capable salespeople, they were 
not a professionally trained sales force, and therefore they often struggled to grow sales 
significantly in a sustainable manner over long periods of time. Additionally, REs often did not 
respond to economic incentives to sell more units as strongly as a professional sales force might 
have done. Finally, although REs were proficient at physically moving products into small 
villages, they were not as practiced at handling large sums of money, meaning that actually 
receiving payments from REs could be a difficult and expensive process. 

                                                      

21 Pradeep Kashyap and Siddhartha Raut, The Rural Marketing Book (New Delhi: Biztantra, 2008), 221. 
22 Benjamin Mathew and Amit Mookerjee, “Evolution of a Sustainable PPP Model in the BOP Market,” MART, August 2008, 
http://www.martrural.com/docs/kn-series/Colgate%20BOP.pdf. Do N
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Village Retailers 

Many companies operating in rural India decided to stock their goods at the village level in 
small shops. Rural India in 2012 had more than seven million shops in towns and villages.23 Most 
shops were small and owned independently by someone local.24 Many FMCG companies, such as 
Hindustan Unilever and Coca-Cola, achieved success by placing their products at the village 
level. Hindustan Unilever, for example, was stocking its products in more than 1.5 million Indian 
stores by the end of 2011.25 Following a similar model, Eveready, a producer of batteries and 
flashlights, sold its products through some 600,000 retail outlets.26 

Village-level distribution provided several advantages for firms. Unlike REs, shop owners 
were practiced at moving both products and money over large distances, meaning that firms were 
more likely to receive payments in a timely manner. Companies could also benefit from shop 
owners’ considerable power over villagers’ product purchases. The shop owner’s personal 
relationship with the consumer, as well as the shop owner’s significant knowledge about product 
quality and popularity, meant that rural consumers often were more willing to be influenced by 
the shop owner’s opinion than those in more developed markets might have been. In addition, in 
the months between agriculture harvests, many farmers lacked cash flow and were forced to buy 
products from shop owners on credit, further solidifying the shop owners’ power. 

Although selling products in small village shops had many advantages, there were indications 
that such a method might not work well for all product types. For example, a study of Indian 
television sales in 2000 found that whereas rural areas of the country accounted for 26 percent of 
sales in the category, only 4 percent of sales actually happened through rural retail outlets.27 This 
could have been because consumers desired the greater product variety available in larger towns 
and cities, or it could have been because the considerable costs associated with distributing 
products to villages increased prices in rural outlets. In addition, although village retailers were 
accustomed to selling FMCG products already in high demand from end-consumers, some firms 
found that village retailers were not as successful at selling new durable goods, which required 
more explanation and “push” selling. 

Like the RE channel, a village-retailer channel generally made use of a hub-and-spoke 
distribution model, with the attendant drawbacks mentioned above. 

Centralized Shops and Distributors 

Around the time that d.light was entering the Indian market, a new type of distribution 
channel was becoming popular among sellers of durable goods. Instead of transporting goods into 
rural villages, some firms instead sold their goods through larger retailers located in central towns 
and cities. This distribution channel alleviated the high cost of transporting the goods the “last 
mile” into small villages. In addition, because the larger retailers were often well known and 
trusted by consumers, products sold by the retailers could also gain a measure of trust with 
consumers. 

                                                      

23 “Introduction to Hindustan Unilever Limited,” August 2012, http://www.hul.co.in/Images/IntroductiontoHULtcm114284399.pdf. 
24 “Unshackling the Chain Stores,” The Economist, May 29, 2008, http://www.economist.com/node/11465586?story_id=11465586. 
25 “Introduction to Hindustan Unilever Limited.” 
26 Kashyap and Raut, 198. 
27 Francis Xavier and V. Swaminathan, “Durables to Doorsteps,” Business Line: Praxis (July 2003): 52–56. Do N
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Selling products at centralized retail outlets seemed promising to d.light, but this option also 
came with some disadvantages. Because d.light lamps were a new product in the Indian market, 
they were likely to require relatively significant explanation and demonstration by retail 
salespeople, an investment of personnel resources that retailers might be hesitant to make. In 
addition, although rural consumers who travel to centralized retailers to buy goods likely would 
have more purchasing power than average rural consumers, it was unclear if these less 
impoverished consumers would benefit the most from d.light’s mission to eradicate the use of 
kerosene in a safe and cost-efficient manner. 

A variant on the centralized shop was used by some companies that intermittently sold their 
products at the village level though haats, recurring weekly markets that attracted thousands of 
consumers from nearby villages (see Exhibit 8). In the 2000s, companies also began to sell their 
products through “hypermarts,” newly established large-format stores that sat on major roads in 
rural areas (see Exhibit 9). Consumers from nearby villages visited these stores to purchase 
agriculture inputs and durable goods, such as tractors and cooking stoves. 

d.light’s evaluation of the benefits and costs of centralized retail outlets came to a head when 
the firm was approached by a large government-owned oil company that had thousands of 
independently owned retail locations in towns and cities all over India. The oil company wanted 
to sell d.light products in its retail outlets because it saw them as consistent with its new “energy 
conservation” branding. Although this distribution channel partnership appeared promising at the 
corporate level, d.light’s initial conversations with some of the independent retail-store owners 
indicated that the motivation to sell d.light products was not perhaps as strong at the local level. 
This was because the independent owners of the retail-store locations often had a monopoly on 
sales of lucrative petroleum products in their area, and thus they had no great incentive to invest 
heavily in the success of a new and relatively low-margin product such as d.light lamps. 

Partnering with Nonprofits 

Although not an entirely distinct distribution structure, another technique companies used to 
extend their marketing channels into rural villages was partnerships with local nonprofit 
organizations and cooperatives. Many areas in rural India were home to women’s SHGs, farmer 
cooperatives, and nonprofits at the village level. By leveraging these already-existing networks, 
companies could bypass the more extensive distribution structures yet still gain access to rural 
consumers in a cost-effective manner. Hindustan Unilever found success with this method in its 
Project Shakti initiative. Hindustan Unilever sold products to SHGs in rural villages, and the 
women in the groups then sold the products to consumers and retailers in the local area. Project 
Shakti was estimated to employ more than 45,000 women who in turn reached 3 million end- 
consumers.28 

Corporate Partnerships: “Piggybacking” 

Corporate partnerships also offered companies a potentially cost-effective way to access 
already-existing distribution channels reaching rural consumers. Foreign companies such as Sara 
Lee and Procter & Gamble first entered the Indian market by partnering with local Indian 

                                                      

28 Unilever, “India: Creating Rural Entrepreneurs,” http://www.unilever.tt/sustainability/casestudies/economic-development/creating-
rural-entrepreneurs.aspx (accessed May 20, 2014). Do N
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conglomerates. In these partnerships, the foreign manufacturers “piggybacked” on the distribution 
networks previously established by the local partner company, thus avoiding the cost and risk of 
developing their own distribution channel. The local partner also benefited because it was able to 
increase the variety of products it offered to consumers. Even though corporate partnerships could 
offer a cost-effective way to distribute products, the local distribution partner did not always have 
the sales expertise needed to effectively sell a manufacturer’s product, and the partner’s loyalties 
often primarily lay with the parent brand rather than with the entrant’s product line. 

d.light Product Economics 

Exhibit 10 contains information on the revenue, costs, and profit margins for d.light’s two 
products in 2009.29 Additionally, d.light had about 25 employees in India; the top five each 
earned about US$20,000 annually, and the remaining 20 each on average earned US$6,000 
annually. Office and other overhead costs were approximately US$150,000 annually. Along with 
these data, the company knew that of the 190 million or so households in India, 70 percent, or 
some 135 million, were rural. d.light management executives were not sure how high a 
penetration rate (that is, to how many households they could sell one unit) they could achieve 
with their current infrastructure investments, but they believed they could make sales to 
somewhere between 0.01 percent and 0.1 percent of rural Indian households. They wondered if 
this would be sufficient to not only “do good” in India, helping the poor gain access to reliable 
and safe lighting technology, but also to “do well”—making a profit for the company and its 
investors. 

d.light’s Decision 

Goldman and Tozun knew that introducing a new product into the Indian market could be a 
lengthy and expensive endeavor. Because d.light was a startup with limited funding, however, 
they needed to find a way to drive adoption of d.light’s products quickly. They questioned 
whether a focused distribution channel strategy with just one type of route to market was best, 
given their limited finances and managerial bandwidth, or whether broad access to multiple 
distribution channels would improve their ability to “do well while doing good” in the Indian 
market. Regardless of whether they pursued a single-channel or a multi-channel strategy, the 
executives knew they had to choose which one was best suited to the nature of demand for their 
products. 

 

  

                                                      

29 The data are representative of the costs for products/markets of this type and thus are sufficiently representative to permit financial 
analysis, but they are not d.light’s actual cost figures. Do N
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Exhibit 1: Average Annual Household Income (Rs.) 
Income Quintile Rural Urban 
Lowest fifth 5,651.67 15,332.16 
Second fifth 15,480.09 33,226.54 
Middle fifth 24,408.17 53,948.05 
Fourth fifth 40,974.34 85,403.05 
Highest fifth 119,469.20 197,267.10 
   
Sample mean 41,194.40 77,612.44 

 

 

Exhibit 2: Types of Work Done by Employed Individuals 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Exhibit 3: Average Per Capita Consumption (Rs. per month) 
Income Quintile Rural Urban 
Lowest fifth 664.19 846.41 
Second fifth 582.29 905.80 
Middle fifth 629.63 1,083.02 
Fourth fifth 779.05 1,414.64 
Highest fifth 1,212.58 2,172.87 
   
Sample mean 773.57 1,282.91 
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Exhibit 4A: Rural Household Consumption in Various Categories (Rs.) 

Income Quintile Kerosene (monthly) 
Fuel and Lights 

(monthly) 

Cooking and 
Household Appliances 

(annual) 
Education/Schools 

(annual) 
Lowest fifth 36.27 102.37 22.96 399.22 
Second fifth 37.58 106.65 13.67 383.17 
Middle fifth 38.84 140.93 23.28 563.34 
Fourth fifth 41.03 186.93 68.59 814.62 
Highest fifth 42.11 322.63 178.11 2,299.90 
     
Sample mean 39.12 171.92 61.33 892.21 

 

 

 

Exhibit 4B: Urban Household Consumption in Various Categories (Rs.) 

Income Quintile Kerosene (monthly) 
Fuel and Lights 

(monthly) 

Cooking and 
Household Appliances 

(annual) 
Education/Schools 

(annual) 
Lowest fifth 48.54 229.12 51.88 1,303.26 
Second fifth 50.76 299.85 53.93 1,392.26 
Middle fifth 43.66 363.86 89.42 2,033.91 
Fourth fifth 33.02 449.08 191.05 3,389.76 
Highest fifth 22.78 581.16 523.63 6,069.30 
     
Sample mean 39.81 384.10 181.16 2,825.46 
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Exhibit 5: Rural Household Access to Electricity  

Income Quintile 
% of Households with 

Access 
Average Hours/Day of 

Access 
Lowest fifth 52 6.94 
Second fifth 57 7.82 
Middle fifth 65 9.33 
Fourth fifth 75 11.32 
Highest fifth 90 13.57 
   
Sample mean 68 9.79 

 

 

 

Exhibit 6: Urban Household Access to Electricity 

Income Quintile 
% of Households with 

Access 
Average Hours/Day of 

Access 
Lowest fifth 84 14.76 
Second fifth 92 16.71 
Middle fifth 96 18.04 
Fourth fifth 99 18.81 
Highest fifth 99 19.75 
   
Sample mean 94 17.61 

 

 

 

Exhibit 7: Household Exposure to Mass Media (% of households in which at 
least one member is exposed to the media type) 
 Rural Urban 
Newspaper 39 71 
Radio 48 49 
TV 63 89 
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Exhibit 8: Image of a d.light Promotion at a Typical Haat in Rural India 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Exhibit 9: Image of a Hypermart in Rural India 
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Exhibit 10: Estimates of d.light Product Economics (Rs.) 
Model # S10 S250 
MSRP 549.00 1,699.00 
d.light revenue 446.34 1,381.30 
d.light COGS -274.50  -849.50 
Distribution costs  -54.90  -169.90 
Profit margin 116.94  361.90 
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